
 

Lesson Plan 

Grade: 6-8 (Alternate Assessment) 

Objectives: 

1. Students will be able to provide a budget sheet for purchasing and caring for a class pet 

2. Students will create a schedule for caring for the classroom pet 

Prior Knowledge/Requirements 

1. A class pet will need to be decided upon 

2. Students will need to know basic budgeting skills 

Standards (Ohio) 

EE.68.2a Represent a real-world situation using an algebraic expression or inequality involving a variable (e.g., 

45 - a = 35 models; I start with 45 apples and now have 35). 

SP.68.2c Construct and analyze a bar graph from a given or collected data set. 

Lesson Structure: 

Students will have been given brainstorming time to come up with what they feel will be required in the care 

of the classroom pet (price, food, habitat, care, heating lamp, etc.). Students will be allowed to access 

classroom books on the pet and use the internet. The class will then discuss the ideas the students had and 

compare it to a pre-determined comprehensive the list the teacher will already have. Several lists will need to 

be determined: Price of purchase, food, bedding, (anything that the animal needs that will require purchase, 2 

categories will need to be made: 1. One time purchases 2. Recurring purchases). Daily/Weekly/Monthly Care. 

Once these lists are settled the teacher will present the students with the budget worksheet (see below for 

example). Students will again be required to brainstorm and research using the internet for best prices for 

financial support for the classroom pet. We will then discuss and make a classroom budget sheet that will be 

displayed and updated as prices on food and essentials increase or decrease. We will also come up with a 

weekly schedule for who will be caring for the pet daily and over the weekends/holidays (see below).  

 

Pictures of my actual class pets are below as well.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 



 

 


